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Brief and objectives: 
Against a competitive backdrop, capturing the attention of prospective students has never 
been more challenging. 
This year, the University of Salford met its match in an original campaign to attract students 
to apply through clearing. Tunafish Media and Petal & Co. developed a campaign to drive 
people to its app and website. We created a Tinder profile to interact with students a week 
ahead of receiving their A-level results. 
This generated blanket media coverage and created a buzz across social media that placed 
the university right at the centre of conversations around clearing and generated a spike in 
applications with over 5,000 calls. 
 

 Direct traffic to the MatchMaker tool on the university’s website 

 Drive traffic to the clearing pages of the website 

 Generate calls to the clearing hotline 

 Communicate the university’s brand personality to interested audiences researching 
clearing (and reduce stress for prospective students and parents). 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
With a backdrop of a fall in international applications due to Brexit, increasing pressure 
around tuition fees and more alternative routes to career entry, universities have become far 
more aggressive in their approach to marketing. Most of this has involved turning up the 
volume of existing messages with increased media spend and widespread social media 
advertising. 
 
A-levels are still the main entry route for students into university making August’s results day 
the key date in the calendar. In 2015 64,300 students entered university through clearing 
and 37,000 courses were advertised. In 2016 10% more courses went into clearing – around 
41,000 in total. Students may be applying through clearing because they have better or 
worse grades than anticipated and panicked decisions can be made leading to dropouts in 
future months. The campaign was timed to coincide with this period - launching a week 
before results – to ensure the University was a consideration ahead of any decisions. 
 
The target audience for this campaign were potential students who could be entering the 
university clearing process. Looking at the university’s audience profiling, this was defined as 
18-23 year-olds located across the North-West, the North-East and Northern Ireland. All of 
these areas are considered feeder areas to the University of Salford so there would already 



be some level of brand recognition which would be important to the success of the 
campaign. 
Our strategy was to do away with the stock image sales message that shows smiling 
students relaxing on campus. Rather than give our audience a glimpse of university life, we 
would take the University of Salford to them with a provocative message by taking over a 
platform that was relevant to their lives. And see if they swiped right. 
 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 
Our killer insight was that our target age-range makes up 79% of the 10 million users on 
Tinder with an average user time of 35 minutes per day looking for love. It was time to show 
them the University of Salford was their perfect match. 
 
In an industry steeped in tradition, this creative stunt boxed clever to attract students and 
highlight the importance for a student to choose a university they’re compatible with. This 
was the first time this approach had been taken and a campaign we wouldn’t get away with 
again. Lasting only four hours on Tinder before our account was closed, the university is still 
reaping the rewards of the interest generated. 
 
This low-budget, high-impact campaign delivered against all of the client’s objectives. First 
class. 
 

Implementation of tactics: 
In 2015 the University launched MatchMaker - an online tool that allows potential students to 
enter their UCAS points and interests and then see a list of available courses that may suit 
them. This tool prepared this year’s campaign for success but we needed to drive our 
audience to it with a stunt and multi-channel execution that would capture hearts and minds. 
 
After setting up two University of Salford Tinder profiles (one targeting males and the other 
females), we were able to adopt a focussed approach, selecting profiles based on their age 
and location. Recipients engaged with the profiles which detailed the university’s information 
alongside their photography, matching the format of a traditional Tinder profile. 
As Tinder doesn’t allow business and institutions to set-up profiles (and this was previously 
unheard of), we knew we had limited time before the accounts would likely be frozen. 
 
We requested to match with Tinder users and once they had paired with us we began 
talking. This was done in a playful manner as we ‘flirted’ with the matches with chat-up lines 
before further conversations about potential courses and the MatchMaker tool. 
 
Example conversations included: 
Salford: Salford nivsersity…. 
Audience: What? 
Salford: The only thing missing is u… 
 
To galvanise the campaign we knew we needed a media relations strategy that would 
ensure the University of Salford dominated the headlines in the run up to A-level results. 
We had prepared for any negative media with scenario planning, statements and 
spokesperson preparation around any potential backlash. We identified the most influential 
education journalists across the national media and built relationships with student 
influencers sites. We targeted national newsdesks to ensure we were generating coverage 
that drove conversation and debate over the next week. A strategy that worked as we found 
the story as the main talking point on Sky News’ newspaper review. Time was of the 
essence and we couldn’t offer an overall exclusive so opted to develop content exclusives 
and interviews for various media and achieving blanket national coverage. 



 
To amplify the coverage and capture potential traffic, a video explaining why the University 
had set up a Tinder page was launched. 
 
This video was backed by £600 of paid advertising on Facebook and Twitter. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
Over 200 students interacted with directly via the Tinder pages 
Matchmaker video views were 58,449 on the day 
 

 22,422 unique visits to MatchMaker and clearing pages up 12.8% on the previous 
year 

 5852 calls were made to the UK clearing line. 
Coverage: The Guardian, The Telegraph, The Independent, The Times, Sky News with 
more mentions of the university's clearing than any other university. 
 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
£6,500 
£5,900 for video; design and PR 
£600 ad spend. 

 


